Introduction
This paper continues the study of non self-adjoint operator algebras on Hilbert space which began in [1] . Chapter 1 concerns dilation theory. The main results (1.2.2 and its corollary) imply that every commuting n-tuple of operators having a general compact set X___ C n as a "complete" spectral set has a (commuting) normal dilation whose joint spectrum is contained in ~X, the Silov boundary of X relative to the rational functions which are continuous on X. This is a direct generalization of a known dilation theorem for single operators having for a spectral set a compact set X_~ C with connected complement, and it seems to clarify the relation between spectral sets and normal dilations. In section 1.3 we discuss non-normal dilations and present a result along these lines.
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w~,r~ XaVESO~T
Chapter 2 centers on boundary representations, the principal theme of [1] . Section 2.1 contains a general result that gives a concrete characterization of boundary representations for irreducible sets of operators whose generated C*-algebras are not too pathological (i.e., are not NGCR). This "boundary theorem" provides some new information about the behavior of a broad class of irreducible Hilbert space operators. For example, in section 2.3 we show that many irreducible operators T are highly "deterministic" in roughly the sense that once one knows the norms of all low order polynomials in T then he knows not only the norms of all higher order polynomials but he in effect knows T to within unitary equivalence. In section 2.4 we show that the most "deterministic" operators are completely determined by an appropriate generalization of their numerical range.
Section 2.2 contains applications of the boundary theorem to operators T such that
T*T-TT* is compact, it contains the solution of a problem left open in [1] concerning parts of the backward shift, and also a unitary dilation theorem for certain commuting sets of contractions. In section 2.5 we give an application of the boundary theorem to model theory, which asserts that many classes of operators have a unique irreducible model.
Preliminaries
We want to recall one or two results from [1] which will be used freely throughout the sequel. Let S be a linear subspace of a C*-algebra B, and let r be a linear map of S into another C*-algebra B 1. If Mk, k=l, 2, ..., denotes the C*-algebra of all complex k • k matrices, then Mk| is the C*-algebra of all k• matrices over B, and Mk| is a linear subspace of this C*-algebra. If idk denotes the identity map of Mk, then idk| r is a linear map of Mk| into Mz| r We will say that r is completely positive, completely contractive, or completely isometric according as every map in the sequence id 1 |162 id 2 |162 .... is positive, contractive, or isometric. We will use the notation E(~) (resp. C(~)) to denote the algebra of all bounded (resp. compact) operators on the Hilbert space ~. W~ZZA~ARVESON recalling a dilation theorem which was proved independently by C. Foias [9] , C. Berger [5] , and A. Lebow [12] . Note that if X is the closed unit disc (IzI ~<1} then the above operator N is unitary.
So this result gives a generalization, more or less, of a familar theorem of Sz.-Nagy (appendix of [15] ) which asserts that every contraction has a unitary (power) dilation. We remark that in most formulations of 1.0 ~ appears as a space containing ~ and V is the inclusion map of ~ in ~ (so that V* is the orthogonal projection of ~ on ~). However, we shall find the above "invariant" formulation somewhat more convenient.
1.0 suggests generalizations of itself in a number of directions. For example, if X is a multiply connected spectral set for T then one might expect to find a normal operator
NEi:(~) and an isometry VE~:(~, ~) such that sp(J,V)~_~X and/(T) = V*I(~V) V for every
rational function / analytic on X (note that if one only requires Tn= V*NnV, n~O, then the conclusion already follows from 1.0 by replacing X with its polynomially convex hull).
In another direction, suppose T 1 .... , T~E l:(~) are commuting operators such that implies somewhat more than this in the case n=2 [19] . But suprisingly the answer for n=3 is no, as shown by a recent example of S. Parrott [14] , and it now appears that 1.0 may even be false in the one-dimensional case X~ C when X is multiply connected (however, even the case where X is an annulus is to this day unresolved).
In spite of this negative evidence, there is an appropriate generalization of 1.0 which includes minor variations of all of the above conjectures. As we will see, what is required is a strengthening of the notion of spectral set, which reduces to the usual one in the context of 1.0.
The joint spectrum
In this section we collect for later use one or two facts about joint spectra which, while quite elementary, do not appear to be very widely known. Let E be a complex Banach 
. z~).
This definition seems to have been first introduced by L. Waelbroeck, and the reader should consult [18] for additional information on the functional calculus in severM variables. Let A be a suhalgebra of the algebra I:(E) of all bounded operators on E. A is inverse-closed if whenever an element S of A is an invertible operator on E (i.e., S -1E ~(E)) then S -1EA. Note that every commutative subalgebra A~ i:(E) is contained in a norm-closed inverse-closed commutative algebra (for example, the double commutant .,4" will do). 
Proo]. Choose wE~rj~ and define 2E(~ n by 2=(co(T1) , ..., ~o(T~)). Then for every nvariate polynomial p we have w(p(T)-p(,~)l)=O. Thus p(T)-p(2)1 is not invertible in A, and since ,~ is inverse-closed it follows that p(2) E sp(p(T)). That proves 2 Esp(T1, ..., Tn).

COROLLARY 1. sp(T) is not empty,
Proo/. Let A be the double commutant of {T 1 .... , T~}. Then A, being a commutative Banaeh algebra with identity, has at least one nonzero complex homomorphism. The conclusion follows from 1.1.1.
For each polynomial p, the set {2Ecn: p(2)Esp(p(T))} is closed, and so sp(T) is an intersection of closed sets. Thus sp(T) is closed. Note also that sp(T) is contained in the Cartesian product sp(T1) • • ... • (for if (~.1 .... , ,~n)Esp(T) then choosing the polynomial p,(zl, ..., zn)= zf we see that 2i E sp(T,)). In particular sp(T)is bounded, and
is therefore compact.
COROLLi•Y 2. Let p be an n-variate polynomial which has no zeros on sp(T). Then p(T) is invertible.
Proo/. Let A be the double eommutant of {T1, ..., Tn} , and let oJ be a complex homomorphism of A. By 1.
1.1, ~o(p(T)):#0. Thus p(T) is contained in no maximal ideal of A, hence p( T) -1E A.
We can now make use of a rudimentary operational calculus. Let X be any compact set in C n which contains sp(T), and let rat(X) denote the set of all rational functions WmLI~ ~VESO~ on X, that is, all quotients p/q of polynomials p, q for which q has no zeros on X. The functions in rat(X) form an algebra of continuous functions on X, and we can cause these functions to act on T as follows. If f Erat(X), say/=p/q with p, q polynomials for which OCq(X), then by Corollary 2 q(T) is iavertible and we may define/(T)=p(T)q(T)-L The map ]-~](T) is clearly a homomorphism of rat(K) into s Let us define R(T) as the norm closure of {/(T): f E rat(sp(T))}. Then R(T) is a commutative Banach algebra containing the identity operator. Note that since X contains sp(T), the range of the mapping
/E rat(X)-~/(T) is contained in R(T). PROPOSITIO~ 1.1.2 (Mapping theorem). Let X=sp(T). Then sp(/(T)) =/(X)/or every ] E rat(X).
Proof. Choose ]E rat(X) such that f40 on X. Writing/=g/h with g, h polynomials having no zeros on X, it follows from Corollary 2 that both g(T) and h(T) are invertible, and hence/(T) =g(T)h(T) -1 is invertible. Thus 0 ~f(X) implies 0 ~sp/(T). By translation, z ~ f(X) implies z ~ sp f(T) for every z E C, which proves sp f(T)_/(X).
For the opposite inclusion, let ~ E X. Then ]-/(~) has the form g/h with g, h polynomials such that h40 on X. Then g(~)=0, so by definition of the joint spectrum we have
=g(2)E sp(g(T)). Thus g(T) is singular. Since h(T) is invertible (Corollary 2) if follows that f(T) -/(~) I =g(T) h(T) -
Proof. Suppose SER(T) is invertible in L:(E). Choose a sequence/hE rat(sp(T)) such that IIS-]n(T)H-~0. Then In(T) is eventually invertible and ]~(T) -1 converges to S -~. By 1.1.2 ]n has no zeros on X, hence gn=l/f~ belongs to rat(sp(T)) (for large n). Since g~(T)=
f~(T) -1 we conclude that S-l=lim~gn(T) belongs to R(T).
Note that/~(T) is in fact the smallest inverse-closed Banaeh algebra of operators which contains {I, T 1 ..... Tn). We can now identify sp(T) with the joint spectrum of T relative to the commutative Banach algebra R(T). Proof. The inclusion _~ follows from the preceding corollary and 1.1.1. Conversely, choose ~ E sp(T). Then for every ]erat(sp(T)) we have, by 1.
1.2, I/(~)l<-~supIsp(/(T))[<-~ H](T)I[. Thus /(T)~/(~)(fErat(sp(T))
) is a bounded densely defined homomorphism of R(T), and so there is an eo6~rJ~ such that co(/(T))=/(l), /6rat(sp(T)). The conclusion follows after evaluating this formula with the functions/t(z 1 ..... z~) =z~, 1 <~i<n.
We remark that all of these results extend in a straightforward manner to the case of infinitely many commuting operators.
Spectral sets and normal dilations
Let T=(T 1 ..... Tn) be an n-tuple of commuting operators on a Hilbert space ~. A compact set X_C n is called a spectral set for T if X contains sp(T) and ]I/(T)II < sup {I/(2)]: t6X} for every ]6 rat(X). We shall require a somewhat stronger definition.
For each/c >~ 1 let M~ be the C*-algebra of all k • k matrices over C; the norm on M~ is realized by causing Mk to act on the Hilbert space C ~ in the usual way. For each k ~> 1 let rat k (X) denote the algebra of all k • k matrices over rat (X) . Each element in rat k (X) is then a k •162 matrix of rational functions F=(/~j), and we may define a norm on rat~ (X) in the obvious way IIFII = sup {HF(~)H: ~6x}, thereby making rat k (X) into a noncommutativc normed algebra. For each element F = (/i j) in rat k (X) we obtain a k • k operator matrix Proof. Let 0X denote the topological boundary of X, and let A = rat(X)Iox, regarded as a subalgebra of C(~X). By the maximum modulus principle we have sup (I](~) I : )t e X} = sup (I/(~)1:2 ~X} for every/E rat(X), and therefore/~/(T) can be regarded as a contractive homomorphism of A into /:(~). Now a familiar theorem of Walsh [10] asserts that every real-valued continuous function on ~X can be approximated in norm by real parts of polynomials. In particular, A is a Dirichlet algebra in C(~X). By 3.6.1 of [1] the map /6A-->/(T) is completely contractive. In particular we have IIF(T)II <sup {HF(/)II: 26~X} for every matrix-valued rational function F, and the conclusion follows from this.
We remark that 1.2.1 is false in higher dimensions; there is a commuting triple T=(T 1, T 2, T3) for which the polydisc D~={(zl, z2, zx): z,6C, lz, I ~<1} is a spectral set but not a complete spectral set (see the discussion following the corollary of 1.2.2).
~ XaVESON
Now let X be a compact Idausdorff space and let A be a subalgebra of C(X) which contains the constant 1 and separates points. It will be convenient not to require A to be 
1.2.10). Thus a representation o/ A is dilatable i], and only i/, it is completely contractive.
Now let X be a compact subset of (~. We shall write ~X for the Silov boundary of X relative to rat(X). It follows easily from the maximum modulus principle that aX is always contained in the topological boundary of X, and in the one-dimensional case n = 1 the two boundaries are identical. In higher dimensions, however, ~X is usually much It is easy to see that the spectrum of N is the support of ~ (this is well-known in the case n=l, and the general case has a similar proof), and so the conclusion follows.
As in the remark following 1.2.2, this sufficient condition for a normal dilation is also necessary. Note also that this result, together with 1.2.1, specializes to the dilation theorem 1.0 when n = 1 and X has no holes.
The latter remark raises the question as to whether the conclusion of the corollary is generally vahd if one deletes the term "complete" from the hypothesis. The answer is no. S. Parrott [14] has given an example of a commuting triple T=(T1, T~, T3) such that 
Nilpotent dilations
In the foregoing discussion we have been preoccupied with normal dilations. There are times, however, when one is led to seek non-normal dilations with special properties (we shall encounter such a situation in section 2.3). In this section we will illustrate this by However if T~40 then the question is nontrivial, and we will see in 1.2.1 below that the answer is yes iff T n is "small" in an appropriate sense.
For each n>~2 let S~ be the "nilpotent shift" of index n; i.e., S~ is the operator on for every vector U of the form (I-AT)~, ~ 6 ~. Since, by the preceding paragraph, the nullspace of (1-~T)* is trivial, these U's are dense in ~, and now condition (iii) follows. That completes the proof.
Our main application of this result will be when T n 40. However, note that if T ~ =0 then (iv) is satisfied, and we conclude that there is a multiple N ~ oo. S~ acting on a larger space such that Tk=P~NkI~ , O<~k<~n-1. In this case the equation persists for k>~n, so that N is a power dilation of T. We remark that this special case (but not 1.2.1 itself) could also have been deduced from the results of ( [1] , section 3.6), or by a direct argument sketched in section 2.5.
The following sufficient condition will be useful in chapter 2. It asserts, roughly, that T has a nilpotent dilation as above when T n is "small". For an operator T, I T[ denotes the positive square root of T*T.
P~O:e0SITION 1.3.2 Let T be a contraction and let n>~2. Suppose there is a positive constant ~ such that TnT*n<~QT*nT ~ and I T~I <~(8+8~)-89 T*T). Then conditions (i)
Proo]. It suffices to verify condition (iv) of 1.2.1; and for that we shall make use of the operator inequality (Re X) ~ ~ 89 +XX*), which is easily proved by expanding the right side of the inequality in terms of the real and imaginary parts of X. Applying this to of the disc algebra, is apparently of no help in determining when id is a boundary representation for S in the general case where C*(S) is an irreducible GCR algebra. In this section we are going to take up this problem in a somewhat more general setting, namely that in which S is an irreducible set of operators such that C*(S) contains the algebra C(~) of all compact operators (it is easy to see that the latter condition is equivalent to saying that C*(S) is not an NGCR algebra, see the discussion preceding 2.3.1). We will give a complete solution of this problem in terms of criteria that turn out to be very easy to check in special cases.
X=(I-AT)*AnT n (where A is a complex number of modulus 1) we obtain (Re (I -AT)* A n Tn) 2 <~ 89 (T *n I I -AT 12 T n + (I -AT)* T *n (I -IT)).
Now since HT]] 41
We begin with a simple result that provides a useful reduction.
PROPOSITION 2.1.0. Let S be an irreducible subset o/ ~(~), such that S contains the identity and C*( S) contains C(~). Then S has su//iciently many boundary representations i], and only i/, the identity representation is a boundary representation/or S.
Proo]. Sufficiency is trivial, so assume that S has sufficiently many boundary represen- Turning now to the other implication, we want to show that if q is not completely isometric on span ($ + $*) then id is a boundary representation for $. Note first that it suffices to deduce the conclusion from the stronger hypothesis that q is not isometric on Thus we may assume that there is an operator T in span (S+S*) and a compact operator g such that II T+KH < II TH. Let 4 be a completely positive map of s into itself, which will be fixed throughou t the remainder of the proof, such that 4(S) = S, SE $.
span (S+S*). For if, in the general case, we choose k~>l so that q| C*(S)| (C*(S)/C(~)) | is not isometric on span (S + S*)|
We will show that 4 leaves C*($) elementwise fixed (note that this implies id is a boundary representation for $, since by the extension theorem every completely positive map of C*(S) into s extends to s Let ~_~ 1:(~) be the set of all fixed points of 4.
Then :~ contains S, so the desired conclusion follows if we can prove that :~ is a C*-algebra.
Now :~ is a norm-closed self-adjoint linear space (since 4 is bounded and self-adjoint)
and we want to show tha~ x, y E :~ implies y*x E :~. From the polarization formula
y)* (x + y) -(x -y)* (x -y) § i(x + iy)* (x + iy) -i(x -iy)* (x -iy)]
it is evidently enough to establish the following assertion: ]or every XEE(~), 4(X)=X implies 4(X'X)=X*X.
In the proof of this claim, we will construct a normal idempotent map of a yon /qeumann algebra, which is suitably related to 4. The following lemma gives one of the key properties of such maps. [7] , p. 61).
Since ~ is self-adjoint its fixed points form a self-adjoint family of operators in ~.
Thus it suffices to show that for every XE~, y~(X)=X implies PXP=XP; in turn, this follows if we prove PX*PXP=PX*XP, since for every vector ~ in the underlying Hilbert
space we have ]](I-P)XP~H"= Iixp~ll 2-]IPXP~ii2=(PX.Xp~, ~)-(PX*PXp~, ~).
So choose XE~ such that ~f(X)=X. l~ote first that X*X<~f(X*PX); for X*X= yJ(X)*~f(X) =~(PX)*~p(PX)<~f(X*PX), the last inequality by the Schwarz inequality for The essential spectrum of an operator T E s is the spectrum of the image of T in the Calkin algebra s this will be written esp(T). It is clear that esp(T) is a subset of sp(T) which is invariant under compact perturbations of T, and thus esp(T) c f'l sp(T + K), the intersection taken over all compact operators K. The larger set in this formula is usually called the Weyl spectrum of T, and it may contain esp(T) properly, ef. [6] . }asp(T) l will denote sup {1~1:2 e esp(T)}, the essential spectral radius of T.
In the following theorem we assume that the underlying Hilbert space has dimension at least 2. Te$, T*T-TT* is a nonzero compact operator in C*($); since C*(S) is irreducible a standard result (el. [8] ) implies that C*(3) contains the entire algebra C(~) of compact operators.
Now let q be the canonical map of s onto the Calkin algebra ~(~)/C(~). Then q($) is a commuting set of normal elements in ~:(~)/C(~), and in particular IIq(T)ll is the spectral radius of q(T) for every TeS. The latter is lesp(T)l, so by hypothesis q is not
isometric on S. The desired conclusion now follows from the boundary theorem.
When the set $ of operators is an algebra one may obtain other criteria, of which the following is a sample. We remark that it is very easy to give examples of noneommutative algebras of almost normal operators. For instance, let T be any almost normal but non-normal operator, and consider any non-commutative subalgebra of C*(T).
TH~ORE~ 2.2.2. Let 14 be any non-commutative irreducible algebra o] almost normal operators which contains the identity. Then the identity representation o/C*(.,4) is a boundary
We shall first apply 2.2.1 to settle a problem taken up in [1] . Let H ~ denote the usual
Hardy space of all functions in L 2 of the unit circle T whose negative Fourier coefficients vanish. Let r be an inner function, let ~ =H2GCH 2, and let Sr be the compression of the operator "multiplication by e go'' to ~. To avoid trivilalities we will assume that the dimension of ~ is greater than 1; equivalently, r is not a constant and is not a trivial 
esp(p(S~))I =sup (]p(2)[: 2Eesp(Sr is less than ]]p(Sr By ([1], 3.4.3 (ii)) we have esp (S~) =Zr and thus it suffices to show that Zr is not a spectral set for Sr
But since the complement of Zr is connected and Zr has no interior, every operator having Zr as a spectral set must be normal (for example, see [15] , p. 444). Since Sr is not normal, the conclusion follows. does not achieve its maximum value at infinity. First, we require the following two laminas.
L E M ~I A 1. Let ( Pa ) be any net o] pro~eetions in s ( ~ ) such ]harp a ~ has finite cod imension and lira a Pa=O weakly. Let q: I:(~)-~I:(~)]C(~) be the natural map onto the Calkin algebra. Then lim a HP~ TP ail= llq( T)[[, /or every T E s Sketch o/Pro@ A trivial computation (which we omit) shows that lira a [[PaKPai[ =0
for every operator K of rank 1, hence the same is true of every finite rank operator K. That this decomposition has the stated properties is a routine verification which we leave for the reader.
Since {KeC(~): limallPJPall=O} is easily seen to be norm-closed, it follows that lima liNg Keg 11 = 0 for every K e C(~) Thus, ~ T e C(~) and K e C(~) then lira supa [[P~ TPaI[ =lira supa IIPa(T +K)P~] I < I[ T +KII; taking the inf over K we obtain lira supa IIPa TP~[[ <
IIq(T)H. On the other hand, since each PaTPa=T+(P~TP~-P~T-TP~)
L~M~A 2. La T be an almost normal weighted shi/t with weights {an}. Then lesp( T) I =
Thus we will only consider n-tuples T = (T1 ..... Tn) for which {T1, ..., T~} is irreducible. we see in particular that X is a complete spectral set for N. Thus X is also a complete spectral set for T, and now the conclusion follows from the corollary of the dilation theorem (1.2.2).
The order of an irreducible operator
One of the basic (and hopelessly difficult) problems of operator theory is to classify separably-acting operators to unitary equivalence. One encounters a principal source of these difficulties immediately when he attempts to reduce the problem from general operators to irreducible operators by expressing the given operator T as a direct integral of irreducible operators. What happens is that if C*(T) is not a GCR algebra then this direct integral decomposition is badly non-unique, and it turns out to be all but useless (the numerous sources of this pathology are discussed at some length in [2] ). If, on the other hand, C*(T) is a GCR algebra, then this procedure runs smoothly and allows a reduction to the case where T is an irreducible GCR operator (we will sketch this reduction presently). Thus one is led to seek unitary invariants for the class of all irreducible GCR operators. The self-adjoint theory takes us no farther, however, and in particular it gives virtually no insight into what kind of invariants one should look for in the latter class of operators.
In this section we will initiate the study of a somewhat broader class of irreducible operators. We are interested in the following admittedly vague question: what is the minimum knowledge of an irreducible operator T that one needs in order to know T to within unitary equivalenceS. We will find, for example, that with many operators T one can associate a numerical invariant n(T) (the order of T) such that T is determined to unitary equivalence by the norms I]p(T)ll, where p ranges over all matrix valued polynomials o] degree at most n(T). Such operators are therefore highly "deterministic" in a sense analogous to the usage of the term in prediction theory, in that once one knows the 296 Wrr,Tff~t AP.VESON norms of all low order polynomials in T then he knows not only the norms of all higher order polynomials, but he in effect knows every geometric property of T.
First, we want to sketch without details how the reduction of the classification problem to the irreducible case can be accomplished for GCR operators. It is known that every separable representation of a separable C*-algebra is a direct integral of irreducible representations. This leads in a straightforward manner to the conclusion that every separablyacting operator T is a direct integral of irreducible operators. Thus one might hope that this device would reduce the general problem to the problem of classifying irreducible operators. However, profound difficulties appear when C*(T) is not a GCR algebra, not the least of which is that the above direct integral decomposition is highly non-unique. So one is lead to consider only those operators whose generated C*-algebras are GCR algebras.
Here a reduction is possible, and one may deduce from the self-adjoint theory that every such operator T has a direct integral decomposition of the form
= f/m(x). TJ#(x), T
where X is a standard Borel space (which can be taken as the spectrum of C*(T)),/z is a finite Borel measure on X, m(.) is a "multiplicity function" (i.e., a Borel-measurable function from X into the set {1, 2, 3 ..... ~r of all countable cardinals), x~+ T~ is a Borelmeasurable map of X into the Borel space of all separably-acting irreducible GCR operators such that x =~y implies Tx is not equivalent to T~, and finally m.S denotes the direct sum of m copies of the operator S (see [2] ). The key property of this decomposition is expressed as follows. Let S be any other separably-acting operator which is algebraically equivalent to T (see section 1.1 of [2] ; when S and T are normal this means simply that they have the same spectrum, and this is also true in general provided one interprets the words appropriately). Then S has a decomposition
= f; n(x). Sz dr(x), S
where v is another Borel measure on X, n(. ) is another multiplicity function defined on X, and x F-> Sz is another operator-valued measurable function such that Sz is unitarily equivalent to Tx, for each xeX. The key property is this: T and S are unitarily equivalent i/f fz and v are mutually absolutely continuous and the multiplicity functions m and n agree almost everywhere. Thus the self-adjoint theory has reduced the classification problem for arbitrary separably-acting GCR operators to the problem of classifying irreducible GCR operators.
Turning now to the current discussion, let T be a Hilbert space operator. We define the order of T (written n(T)) as follows. If a positive integer n exists such that {I, T, happens to contain the algebra C(~) of compact operators and n(T) is defined, then n(T) is the smallest positive integer such that id is a boundary representation for (I, T, Y 2 ..... Tn), provided such an integer exists, and is ~o otherwise. Moreover, we will see momentarily that in this case n(Y) does not take on the infinite value co, and in fact n(T) =co only for the most pathological irreducible operators.
Before proceeding further, we want to recall one or two facts about irreducible C*-algebras. Fist, recall that a C*-algebra B is called NGCR if B has no nontrivial closed CCR ideals [8] . Now if B is an irreducible C*-algebra acting on ~, then the largest CCR is an increasing sequence of subspaces of S § S* whose union is dense in S § $*, and is such that C*(Sn) =C*(T) for each n. Now if q were isometric (resp. completely isometric) on each tn it would follow that q is isometric (resp. completely isometric) on ($ + $*)-. We conclude § * that there is a first n, 1 ~<n < ~, such that q fails to be completely isometric on tn tn.
.2), and thus we see that an irreducible C*-algebra acting on ~ is not NGCR if it contains C(~). We now show that n(T)O=w
By the boundary theorem again we see that n is the first positive integer such that id is a boundary representation for (I~ T, T 2, ..., Tn). Hence n(Y)=n is finite, and the proof is complete.
Before proceeding further, we want to point out that there exist irreducible GCR operators T for which n(T) is undefined. Indeed, 3. An| T~]I defines a seminorm on the algebra of all Mk-valued polynomials p. When we say that a statement is valid for all matrix-valued polynomials we mean that it is valid for every M~-valued polynomial and for every k = 1, 2 .....
T~EO~EM 2.3.2. Let S and T be irreducible operators acting on ~ and 2, respectively, such that C*(S) contains C(~), and such that n(S) and n(T) are de/ined and equal. I] liP(S) II = liP(T)II /or every matrix-valued polynomial p o] degree <~ n(T), then S and T are unitarily equivalent.
Proo/. Let us write n for n(S)=n(T) (note that n is finite, by 3. 
. For every positive integer N there is a unilateral weighted shift T such that C*( T) contains the compact operators and n(T)=iV.
Proo/. Note first that the ease iV = 1 is simple. For any weighted shift T whose weights tend to 0 is compact and irreducible, hence by the boundary theorem id is a boundary representation for {I, T}, so that T has order 1. Er, a2, a2, 8r 2, an, a3, ~r 3, . ...
Let T be the weighted shift on ~ defined by Te~=a~e~+l, n>~O. We will show first that T N is compact and nonzero (so that by the boundary theorem id is a boundary representation for {I, T, ..., TN}; note that this also implies C*(T) contains C(~)). We will then prove that if {ak} increases not too rapidly to 1 and s is sufficiently small then id is not a boundary representation for {I, T, ..., TN-1}. Thus For the second assertion, let S~ be the "nilpotent shift" of index iV (cf. section 1.3).
~-1 r T k We will prove that for suitably chosen r, e, and {ak}, the linear map r ~k=0 ,,k ~-> k=0 ~ N is completely isometric. Granting that for a moment, note that id cannot be a boundary representation for {I, T ..... T~-I}. For if it were, then of course id is a boundary representation for {I, S N ..... SNN -1} (SN is compact and irreducible, cf. 2.1.1) and the implementation theorem would imply that r is implemented by a *-isomorphism of C*(T) onto C*(SN). But that is absurd, since for example C*(S~) is finite-dimensional while C*(T) is not.
First, we claim that r is completely contractive. For that, let q: C*(T)~C*(T)/C(~) be the canonical quotient map. We will produce an operator T 1 on ~ such that q(T)= q(T1), and T 1 is unitarily equivalent to an infinite multiple oo.S~=SNGSN| 
T~I <~(8+8~)-~(I-T*T) will follow if
we show that for ~>~1, r~<min (1 -a~, 1 -s~r2~). But r~<l -a~ follows from ar162189 and r ~ ~< 1-e~r ~ follows from r ~< 89 That completes the proof.
First order operators and the matrix range
We are now going to look at first order operators in more detail; we will introduce an invariant (the matrix range) which will turn out to be a complete unitary invariant for many of these operators. 
IIA|174174174174174
Fixing A and B we can allow P~ to increase to the identity of ~, and in the limit the left side is IIA | I + B| from which (ii) follows.
(ii) implies (i). Choose X~l~n (8) . We want to show that Xe~AT), assuming (ii). follows.
Finally, suppose T is compact and irreducible. Then C*(T) is the full algebra of all compact operators, and the equivalence of (iv) and (vi) is immediate from the fact that every representation of C*(T) is a multiple of the identity representation [8] .
We now state a classification theorem for irreducible first order operators.
THEOREM 2.4.3. Let S and T be irreducible /irst order operators such that neither C*(S) nor C*(T) is an NGCR algebra (i.e., both C*.algebras contain nonzero compact operators). Then S and T are unitarily equivalent if, and only i/, they have the same matrix range.
Proo/. The "only if" part is trivial, so assume ~n(S)=~(T), n>~ 1. By 2.4.2 (ii) we see that the linear map aI +bSe-~ aI +bT is completely isometric and preserves identities.
By hypothesis, span {I, S} and span {I, T} have sufficiently many boundary representations, so this map is implemented by a *-isomorphism ~ of C*(S) onto C*(T). Since 
C*(S)
contains nonzero compact operators we may argue as in the proof of the corollary of the boundary theorem to conclude that ~ is unitarily implemented, and in particular T =z(S) is equivalent to S.
Remarks. Since every irreducible operator T, with the property that some linear combination aT+bT* is at a distance less than [[aT+bT*II from the compact operators, is of first order (boundary theorem) and its generated C*-algebra contains the compact operators (cf. the proof of the corollary of the boundary theorem), these operators are classified by their matrix range. Of course, irreducible operators with compact imaginary part fall into this category, but as 2.2.1 and its corollary indicate, the latter form a rather small subclass.
It goes without saying that the matrix range is no~ a complete invariant for irreducible GCR operators which are not first order. As a rather extreme example, if S and T are any 
An appfication to model theory
Let C be a class of Hilbert space operators. For example, C might be the class of all contractions, or the class of all compact operators with nonnegative real part (thus we allow operators in C to act on different spaces, and we are deliberately ignoring set-theoretic anomalies). Broadening somewhat a term introduced by G.-C. Rota [16] , we will say an operator T is a model for C if T E C and each operator S E C is unitarfly equivalent to the compression of c~. T=T| to one of its semi-invariant subspaees: this relation between S and T will be written S << T. Thus, S << Tiff there is an isometric imbedding V of the space of S into the space of oo. T such that sn= V*(oo" T) ' V, n=0, 1, 2 .....
It is easy to see that S<< T implies ~ .S<< T, and in turn this implies that the relation << is transitive. Thus << is a partial order in the class of all operators, and hence S << T << S defines an equivalence relation (we omit these details). In the following discussion, we shall be primarily concerned with classes which have an irreducible model. Note first that there are trivial examples of classes which do not have models; for example, if T is a model for C then every operator in C has norm at most IITH, so that a necessary condition for a model to exist is that C be bounded in norm. Similarly, it is easy to see that if C has an irreducible model then every operator in C must act on a separable space. Since n <~ ~r and S' is equivalent to n. S, this implies T << S. It is very easy to see that s*n~o stongly, so that S is a model for C.
As another example, let n ~> 2 and let C, be the class of all contractions T such that In spite of that, the following result shows that a great variety of operators are unique models. As an illustration of this theorem, let T be an irreducible operator, and suppose there is a sequence Pn of polynomials such that Rep~(T) converges weakly to some nonzero compact operator K. Then T is a unique model (for the Banach-Steinhaus theorem implies that the sequence X~=Rep~(T) is bounded, and hence converges to K ultraweakly; since K =~0, 2 9 applies in a straightforward manner). Note that this also implies that for 2 ~<n< oo, the n-dimensional operator given by the matrix 0 1 0 ...0 1 001 0..0 1 0 is a unique model for the "nilpotent" class Cn described above.
